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ABSTRACT 

Large dynamic range (> 1000) measurements of gain profiles for gated microchannel plates (MCP) are presented. Temporal 
profiles are reconstructed for any point on the microstrip transmission line from data acquired over many shots with variable 
delay. No evidence for significant pulse distortion by voltage reflections at the ends of the microstrip is observed. The 
measured profiles compare well to predictions by a time-dependent discrete dynode model down to the 1% level. The 
calculations do overestimate the contrast further into the temporal wings. The role of electron transit time dispersion in 
limiting the minimum achievable gate duration is then investigated by using variable duration flattop gating pulses. A 
minimum gate duration of 50 ps is achieved with flattop gating, consistent with a fractional transit time spread of=15%. 

Keywords: microchannei-plate, x-ray framing camera, microstrip 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Gated, microchannel-plate-based (MCP) framing cameras'"^ are increasingly used worldwide for x-ray imaging of sub-
nanosecond laser-plasma phenomena. The camera shutter is provided by launching a short ( = 200 ps) 1 kV voltage pulse across 
a microstrip transmission line coated on the microchannel plate. A photoelectron signal produced at the front surface of the 
MCP is then only amplified during the transit time of the voltage pulse across a given point on the microstrip. In some cases, 
the x-ray source duration may not be much longer than the minimum gate times currently available (40 - 100 ps full width at 
half maximum (FWHM)). A correct interpretation of such transient images (e.g. x-ray core images from inertial confinement 
fusion (ICF) implosions) then requires accurate knowledge of the camera temporal gate profile, especially in the wings. 
Accordingly, detailed, high dynamic range (> 1000) unsaturated measurements of gain profiles for a typical 90 ps FWHM 
resolution camera have been performed over a nanosecond range using high contrast ps UV illumination. 

In addition, the constant quest for higher temporal resolution (and, indirectly, higher spatial resolution if motional blurring is 
an issue) in x-ray imaging of high temperature plasma phenomena has led to the deployment of increasingly shorter gate 
widths1 »3>-> for microchannel-plate-based X-ray framing cameras. Robust reductions in gate FWHM from 90 ps to 35 ps have 
been achieved by simply using thinner plates and shorter high-voltage gating pulses with no special emphasis on voltage pulse 
profile optimization. Surprisingly, even for the shorter gate profiles, measurements show good agreement with a simple 
discrete dynode model" which ignores electron transit time dispersion and is only strictly valid for slowly varying gate 
voltages-*. In an attempt to either validate the predictive capabilities of this simple model for future higher-speed or higher gate 
contrast camera development or to explain a systematic fortuitous agreement possibly arising from the self-similar nature of the 
gate profiles used up to now, gate profile measurements were performed using quasi-flat-top gate voltage profiles with 
continuously adjustable amplitude and FWHM. Measured gain profiles were then compared to a discrete dynode model ignoring 
transit time dispersion. 

2. HIGH CONTRAST GATE PROFILE MEASUREMENTS 

2.1 Experimental technique 

Previous measurements of gate profile FWHM have often used a single-shot technique2'7"^ which freezes the gain profile vs. 
position by illuminating the MCP with a diffuse short pulse UV laser beam. The spatial extent of the image is then translated 
into time by using auxiliary measurements of the pulse propagation velocity. This method suffers from three disadvantages: the 



gate profile derived is only approximate because the peak gain varies with position due to resistive propagation losses 5 ' 7, the 
gain profile FWHM can only be monitored when the image is near the center of the microstrip because of the finite extent of a 
typical microstrip (200 ps or = two FWHM), and accurate measurements of the gate propagation velocity are difficult. 
Moreover, even when the image is centered, only measurements extending ± 100 ps on either side of the peak are possible. 

Hence, for performing the high contrast gate profile measurements at each point on the microstrip which are relevant to 
correctly interpreting ICF images, a multiple strobe shot technique** must be used. Moreover, the jitter between the exciting 
laser pulse and the camera trigger is large (up to ± 50 ps). Hence, when the position of peak gain is timed to be off the 
microstrip, a low jitter temporal fiducial is also necessary. A schematic of the experimental technique providing low jitter 
strobe measurements is shown in Fig. 1. A common trigger was used to launch the desired gating voltage pulse (denoted GXI2 
and shown in Fig. 2) and a reference pulse along separate microstrips coated on the same MCP (L/D = 45 with D = 10 |J.m 
pores). The residual jitter between pulsers was measured at ± 20 ps, adequate for present purposes. Known, variable delays 
between the pulsers was achieved by using a precalibrated 50 Q. electrical trombone inserted in the GXI2 pulser path. By 
positioning the peak gain of the reference image at the strip center, a temporal fiducial was always visible. The two microstrips 
were uniformly illuminated (+ 20% variations) with spatially-smoothed, 203 nm, 3 ps laser pu lses 7 , 1 0 . The MCP images 
were recorded by a fiber-optically-coupled CCD camera and stored on computer for further analysis. On each shot the laser 
energy was monitored for shot-to-shot signal normalization. 

Figure 1 Experimental set-up for measuring gate profiles 

Several auxiliary measurements were performed lo assure instrumental effecls were not leading to inaccurate records of the gate 
profiles. The laser light intensity distribution across the MCP, measured by operating the camera in dc mode, was shown to be 
essentially constant from shot-to-shot (± 10% variations). The laser intensity was kept low enough to avoid MCP saturation 
and varied to demonstrate linearity7. The laser pulses traversing the same optics were monitored by a well characterized x-ray 
streak camera'^ operated at 10 ps resolution and at a dynamic range of 3000 to check for the level of pre- and post-pulses which 
would limit the measurable gate contrast. A streak record of a typical laser pulse (Fig. 3a) shows a slight post-pulse extending 
up to +50 ps. The convolution of such a sampling pulse with a simulated 80 ps Gaussian FWHM gate profile is shown on a 
semi-log plot in Figure 3b. A comparison of Fig. 3b with the actual measured profiles (e.g. Fig. 4) shows that the laser pulse 
profile did not affect the measured gate profiles. 
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Figure 2 Measured gate voltage profile (solid curve) and analytic fit used in gain modelling (dashed curve). 
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Figure 3 a) 10 ps resolution streak record of 3 ps UV laser pulse showing minor post-pulse, b) Simulated 80ps Gaussian 
FWHM gate profile (solid curve) convolved with laser pulse profile shown in a) (dashed curve). 

For each shot, the relative gain G(x,At) was calculated by dividing the measured signal distribution I(x,At) by the laser 
intensity distribution L(x) and the laser energy. For each position x, the gain profile G(At) was then reconstructed from many 
shots fired at different delays At. 



2.2 Results 

Typical high contrast gain profiles for the gating voltage pulse shown in Fig. 2 are shown on a semi-log plot in Fig. 4. The 
two sets of data differ by the level of forward dc bias added to the pulsed voltage (-100 and -300V). These levels of bias are 
typical in ICF usage. The gain axis is relative but consistent for the two sets of data. The leading edge of the profile is at 
negative delay and the profiles shown here were taken near the center of the microstrip. The shutter contrasts reach 1000 at 300-
400 ps delay relative to the peak. Note that the measured FWHM, though less accurate and not the focus of this study, are = 
80-100 ps, consistent with earlier single-shot low contrast measurements7. 
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Figure 4 Measured gate profiles near center of stripline (x = 13.4 mm) for gate voltage profile shown in Fig. 2 with 
additional -100 V (open circles) and -300 V (closed circles) forward dc bias applied. 

Plots of the gain profile for three positions along the microstrip corresponding to the beginning (1.4 mm), middle (13.4 mm) 
and end (25.9 mm) are shown in Fig. 5 for the 300V additional dc bias case. The profiles have been displaced by three decades 
in the ordinate for clarity and show the usual peak gain degradation7 with, position as the pulse suffers resistive losses during 
propagation. The data has been fitted by simple analytic curves to aid the eye, normalized to unity at peak gain and replotted in 
the reference frame of the propagating voltage pulse on Fig. 6. The profile shapes show little sensitivity to position and 
suggest that the effects of voltage reflections which would be expected to be most noticeable at the ends of the microstrip are 
not a major source of profile distortion. There is, however, evidence of loss of contrast at the 300:1 contrast level as the pulse-
reaches the center of the microstrip for the high bias case (Fig. 6b). This may be due to a small amount of pulse dispersion 
allowing the total voltage (pulsed + -300V dc bias) to exceed the threshold voltage for unity gain 5 (= -400 V) further out in the 
temporal wings. For the -100V bias case, -300 rather than -100 V pulsed would be needed to exceed unity gain, a much less 
likely proposition which might explain the lack of shape variation with position shown in Fig. 6a. 
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Figure 5 Gain profiles versus position on MCP stripline for pulsed voltage shown in Fig. 2 with additional -300 V 
forward dc bias applied. Curves are fits using combinations of asymmetric Gaussian and Lorentzian functions. 

2.3 Modelling 

The gain profiles were simulated using a time-dependent discrete dynode model 5 , 6 . The instantaneous gain per amplification 
stage (dynode) is given by: 

G(t) = (V(t)/nV c) 0 5 0) 

where n is the number of dynodes, V(t) is the instantaneous applied voltage (pulsed + dc), and V c is the threshold voltage for 
unity gain. The total gain under dc conditions (constant V) is hence proportional to V^- 5 n . Dc measurements of gain vs. 
voltage7 yielded a V " dependence suggesting n = 26. V c was then estimated at 15 V based on the measured voltage required for 
the onset of MCP saturation during single photoelectron detection. The cumulative gain.is calculated by applying Eq. (1) 



dynode-by-dynode as a function of the birth time of a photoelectron, assuming no transit time dispersion. The pulsed 
contribution to V(t) is taken from a smooth analytic fit to the measured voltage profile, shown as the dashed curve in Fig. 2 and 
given by: 

with t in ps. 

V(t) = -840exp[-(t/90)2Jn2] t < 0 

V(t) = -1.42t840/(l +1/190) - 250] t > 0 (2) 
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Figure 6 Fits to gate profiles for start (1.5 - 3.1 mm), middle (13.4 mm) and end (25.9 mm) of stripline. Peak signals are 
normalized to unity and profiles plotted in reference frame of propagating gate pulse (peak set at t = 0). a)-100 V 
and b)-300 V forward dc bias added to pulsed voltage shown in Fig. 2. 

The simulation results, overplotted as curves on profile data acquired at the beginning of the microstrip where voltage 
dispersion effects should be minimal, are shown on Fig. 7. The simulations have been normalized in both magnitude and 
timing to the peak gain data. The simulated profiles are insensitive to the exact value of V c . Negative delay corresponds to 
photoelectrons born early. Good agreement between measured and calculated gain profiles is observed for intensity levels as low 
as 1% of the peak. Moreover, the observation of a slower risetime than fall-time is accurately predicted. The discrepancies at 
lower signal levels at late delays are attributed to neglecting secondary electron transit time dispersion6. Specifically, the 
majority of the signal at late delay (> 200 ps after peak gain) can be attributed to secondary electrons transiting the MCP more 
quickly than the average thereby still benefitting from the rapidly dropping gain on the tail of the voltage pulse. A simple 
statistical estimate6 for the average transit time dispersion is 15% of the 300 ps transit time, = 50 ps. This is consistent with 
the e-folding time for the measured gain profiles at large positive delay. It is also small enough that it would be an undetectable 
source of broadening above the 1 % intensity level when added in quadrature on a semi-log plot with me predicted FWHM of 90 -
100 ps. 
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Figure 7 Measured (circles) and calculated gain profiles (curves) at x = 1.4 mm for pulsed gate voltage shown in Fig. 2 
with additional a) -100 V and b) -300 V forward DC bias applied. 

3. FLAT-TOP GATE PROFILES 

3.1 Profile shaping 

A comparison of the data and simulations depicted in Fig. 7 only shows evidence of transit time dispersion far from the 
profile peak. Clearly, voltage profiles for which gate FWHM shorter than 50 ps are predicted in the absence of dispersion are 
needed for a better test of the effects of dispersion. Traditional gated MCP cameras have operated on the principle that their 
Gaussian-like voltage pulses provide gain narrowing^ of Vn/2 = 3.5x. However such pulses can only provide useful gain 
levels when the voltage FWHM is greater than the 300 ps transit time, hence limiting the minimum useful gate FWHM to = 
80 ps. For shorter gate widths, a top-hat gating pulse with a FWHM slightly greater than the secondary electron transit time 
might be the ideal choice. In this case, the feature of gain narrowing is dropped in favor of maintaining high gain during the 
full amplification time of those photoelectrons born at the leading edge of the gating pulse. Photoelectrons (and the secondary 
electrons they produce) that are born slightly earlier (later) will experience no gain at the first (last) dynodes, hence in principle 
providing a rapid shutter. 

Flat-top voltage profiles of-1.25 kV maximum amplitude and variable FWHM were passively engineered by combining an 
electronically synchronized but delayed and inverted 3.8 kV, 90 ps risetime step pulse with its twin output. A schematic of the 
shaping set-up is shown in Fig. 8. Examples of quasi-flattop pulses thus produced as measured by a sampling oscilloscope are 
shown in Fig. 9. From the trace sharpness of the falling edge, the jitter between the twin outputs is estimated at less than 20 
ps. The voltage has been, scaled to correspond to that launched onto the MCP in the absence of any impedance mismatch 
losses. The dashed curve with increased risetime corresponds to the case of including a dc blocking capacitor between MCP and 
pulser so as to avoid damaging the pulser when biasing the MCP. A few 100 V of reverse dc bias is predicted to be effective 
and necessary for reducing the effective rise-times and fall-times of the gain. 
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Figure 8 Experimental set-up for creating flattop gating pulses. 
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Figure 9 Examples of sampling oscilloscope measurements of flattop profiles with (dashed curve) and without (solid 

curve) 25 Q. dc blocking capacitor. Maximum voltage attainable was -1250 V. 

3.2 Gate profile modelling 

Results of the gain profile modelling without dispersion are shown in Fig. 10. The standard L/D = 45, 10 p.m pore MCP 
characteristics given in section 2.3 were used in the calculations. The voltage profiles are analytic approximations to those 
shown in Fig. 9, and are constructed by computationally recombining opposite polarity, 90 ps HWHM Gaussian rise-time step 
pulses. +300 V of reverse dc bias has been added to the pulsed voltage in the modelling to sharpen the voltage rise- and fall-



times. A sequence of paired voltage and gain profiles are plotted for 20 ps increments in the variable delay between the 
recombined step pulses. The peak gain and FWHM drop rapidly with decreasing voltage FWHM. Between the maximum and 
minimum delays (400 and 320 ps, respectively), the FWHM has decreased from 80 ps to 15 ps while the peak gain has dropped 
by 90%. However, at a 15 ps gate duration setting, the gain drops to zero or the gate duration doubles for as small as 10% 
variations in peak voltage amplitude or ±20 ps variations in voltage FWHM. 
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Figure 10 Simulation results for gate profiles using a time dependent discrete dynode model. The assumed voltage profiles 
which closely approximate measured profiles are also shown. The different voltage curves and associated gain 
profiles are for 20 ps increments in voltage FWHM. Peak pulsed voltage is -1250 V, reverse DC bias is +300 V 
and minimum voltage FWHM corresponds to a trombone delay of 320 ps. 

3.3 Measured gain profiles 

The minimum gate FWHM measured to date for an L/D = 45, 10 |im pore MCP, pulsed by flat-top gate profiles, is 50ps 
FWHM, consistent with estimates of transit time broadening. The peak gain at that setting is = lOOOx weaker than the case 
shown on Fig. 5 for example, at the practical limit for ICF experiments. However, an L/D = 40 MCP with half the thickness 
and hence half the predicted transit time dispersion is now routinely available1 2 for more flattop gate testing. 

4. SUMMARY 

High contrast (down to 1 part in 104) measurements of gain profiles for MCP-based x-ray framing cameras used in implosion 
imaging have been performed. The results show little distortion due to reflections from the ends of the microstrips, but some 
degradation in profile contrast attributed to voltage dispersion during gate propagation across the microstrip. The profiles are 
well modelled by a simple time-dependent discrete dynode model down to the 1% signal level, consistent with negligible 
broadening due to transit time dispersion for 100 ps FWHM gate durations. Reproducible, > 1 kV flat-top voltage profiles of 
continuously variable duration were produced to test the ultimate limitations on the shortest gain profiles achievable with 
standard 450-p.m-thick MCPs. A minimum gate time of 50 ps was achieved, comparable to estimates of transit time dispersion 
and at variance with sub-20ps gate time predictions ignoring transit time dispersion. 
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